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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.2-rev16
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.2-rev16
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This document provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently
to shipping Patch Release #2474.
35638 ”Reject with reason” available to users even if backend is not capable
Even unsupported actions could be selected by the user.
A check for supported actions was implemented. Now only these are displayed to the user.
36985 Virtual/all folder can not be found on mailserver
Possibly existing IMAP folder were not contained in LIST/LSUB commands.
This has been solved by rechecking folder existence via explicit EXAMINE.
37102 User is unable to import or add email signatures
Special ”FLS-0017” error code was not appropriately handled by ﬁle-backed snippet management.
Solution: Improved handling for special ”FLS-0017” error code.
37172 Importing ownCloud vCards cause lost of phone numbers
If the type parameters are missing there was no fallback to the default ’voice’ as mentioned in RFC
6350.
This has been solved by assuming type ’voice’ in VCard import if type parameters are missing and
tag types ’home’, ’work’ or ’other’ are set.
37347 Drive - folder tree not usable on 10” displays with 1024x600 resolution
Wrong device statement did hide the ”View” option.
This has been ﬁxed by removeing wrong device directive in toolbar to show ”View” option in toolbar
again.
37406 Adding picture to signature: null error
This has been solved by ignoreing already processed images when updating a snippet.
37443 Xing: not possible to send invitation to multiple addresses
Request does not consider multiple selected contacts.
Solution: The invite button is hidden if multiple contacts or a distribution list is selected. This decision is based on the fact, that the invitation of multiple contacts has some edge cases which
requires special error handling. If the user invites several other users and only one of those users
cannot be invited (missing email, user is already invited) the error message only contains the error.
The user is not informed about the other invitations.
37445 Email&Calendar: Mouse is showing wrong symbol
This has been ﬁxed by adding missing href attribute.
37469 Appointment and ”Send mail to all participants” does not resolve ﬁrst/last name
of external contact
This was caused by using wrong css.
This was solved by removing useless rules.
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37471 Search in IE11: dropdown list disappears
Blur handler is executed when search ﬁeld leaves focus.
Solution: Disable blur handler for search ﬁeld when dropdown is open.
37537 NPE while searching ”mail text”
javax.mail.Folder was changed in a way that its constructor calls methods on a passed parameter since version 1.5.2. The inheriting class com.openexchange.mail.mime.FullnameFolder always
passed null as parameter and caused the NPE.
This has been ﬁxed by removeing com.openexchange.mail.mime.FullnameFolder and introducing
a proper abstraction without inheritance.
37577 HTTP/0.9 400 Bad Request
By default Apache and Grizzly are conﬁgured to limit http headers to 8192 bytes, Apache exposes
this as conﬁg value though. After increasing the Apache limitation requests with headers larger
than 8192 bytes would still fails as they caused an IllegalStateException in Grizzly.
Now the maximum http header size is conﬁgurable.
37585 Missing warning by trying to save unﬁnished mail ﬁlter conﬁguration
It was possible to create incomplete mailﬁlter rules that apply to all mails.
Now the save button is disabled as long as a incomplete ﬁlter is found.
37616 HTML-signature mask errors
Some custom css is not correctly interpreted by Firefox.
Removed custom css which breaks mask layout ﬁxed this error.
37624 HTML-Signature shows hint only in English language
Missing gettext call was added and solved this problem.
37644 Trusted email: mail?action=threadedAll request with x-tdresult column fails
Problem was: No support for header names in ”columns” parameter for action=threadedAll.
This has been ﬁxed by supporting header names in ”columns” parameter for action=threadedAll as
well.
37654 Invalid email address” error when setting a previouls working Taxonomy
Unnecessary checks for mail address validity although not changed/touched at all.
This has been solved by not performing checks for mail addresses if not touched/changed on user
change operation.
37738 After changing mail view to ”list” it can not be changed back to ”compact”
this.model might be called on disposed view.
Solution: Check for this.model ﬁrst.
37758 Different handling of html and plain text signatures
To prevent data loss, it was checked whether a signature has been changed. This check failed for
html-signatures.
This has been ﬁxed by comparing signatures by using plain text.
37790 Calendar: delete email address with backspace key -¿ url of the page jumps one site
back
Added missing keyhandler for backspace to ﬁx this issue.
37907 Change password within GUI shows error ”the current password is incorrect” , even
if the pw was correct, and the pw get changed
PasswordChangeService was called twice.
Now PasswordChangeService is only called once.
37501 Provisioning fails when using AUTO TO LOWERCASE UID=true
The ”AUTO TO LOWERCASE UID” settings were not considered consistently on user, group, and re-
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source create and change operations as well as on look-up by name and authentication.
Solution: Consider ”AUTO TO LOWERCASE UID” settings all over the place.
37399 Checkboxes not active for Tasks and Address book
After using the view - checkboxes switch the editable state was not always set correctly.
Now the editable state is set correctly.
37616 HTML-signature mask errors
Some custom css was not correctly interpreted by FF.
This has been ﬁxed by removing custom css which breaks mask layout.
37644 Trusted email: mail?action=threadedAll request with x-tdresult column fails
There were no support for header names in ”columns” parameter for action=threadedAll.
Solution: Support header names in ”columns” parameter for action=threadedAll as well.
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Changes relevant for Administrators
Changes of Conﬁguration Files

Change #2492 Make maximum http header size conﬁgurable
add new conﬁguration parameter to grizzly.properties
# The maximum header size for an HTTP request in bytes. Make sure to increase
# this value for all components of your infrastructure when you are forced to
# deal with enormous headers. For Apache as our default balancer see
# http://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/core.html#limitrequestﬁeldsize
# Default value: 8192
com.openexchange.http.grizzly.maxHttpHeaderSize=8192
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we advise
guided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production
environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

35638, 36985, 37102, 37172, 37347, 37406, 37443, 37445, 37469, 37471, 37537, 37577, 37585,
37616, 37624, 37644, 37654, 37738, 37758, 37790, 37907, 37501, 37399, 37616, 37644,
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